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Abstract—Legal affairs assisted by artificial intelli-
gence (AI) has been a new technological trend nowa-
days. People resort to the law for conflict resolutions,
but most of them have no idea about their cases, and
do not even know what kind of lawyers they should
consult to. Medical disputes occur frequently these
days. Doctors are not experts in law, but they care
about the outcome of medical lawsuits they encounter.
To help people better understand the outcome of a
medical lawsuit and prevent complaints abuse, in this
paper, we propose a judgment prediction system for
medical law cases as a means of preview. We collected
227,494 medical law judgment with their labeled results
as our datasets, either for training and evaluation. The
medical law related law statue and corpus are the
materials for text feature extraction. In our proposed
method, there are primarily two parts: the first part is
to use information entropy to generate decision trees
that predicts the outcome of a judgment; the second
part is to use the word2vec method to calculate the
similarity distance between a case text and the relative
judgments to determine whether a plaintiff is likely
to win a case. The experimental result show that the
combination of the decision tree and the text similar-
ity achieves 96% accuracy for judgment prediction in
medical laws.

Keywords: Case prediction, machine learning,
word2vec, decision tree, text similarity.

I. Introduction
Nowadays, more and more people resort to the law for

conflict resolutions, and the number of law cases increases
day by day. Therefore, lawyers, judges, and other legal
professionals seek for artificial intelligence (AI) solutions
to help them solve cases, in order to save time for case
analysis and help them make accurate decisions. Cur-
rently, there are many existing AI algorithms associated
with legal affairs, including natural language processing
(NLP) [1]–[9], legal text classification [1]–[4], sentencing
prediction [5]–[7], and statute citing recommendation [8],
[9].

As medical dispute occurs frequently nowadays, in this
paper, we develop a judgment prediction system for med-
ical law cases. The prediction of a judgment is realized by
analyzing the relative judgments from the past. Formally,
a judgment is comprised of three main parts: the first part
is the abstract, which briefly outlines the judge’s decision;
the second part is facts and reasons, which describes the
case in detail; the third part is the law statute, which
lists the regulations referenced in the judgment. We use
these judgments as materials for machine learning, and
the trained model is able to predict the judgment result
in the future.

We use the text similarity measurement as a natural
language processing (NLP) method for judgment predic-
tion. The text similarity method [2]–[4], [8], [9] calculates
the distance between two text vectors through word em-
bedding. The word embedding combines a set of language
model and extracts the features from text. In the word
embedding, the vocabularies are mapped to real numbers
vectors. The vectors are in a feature space with one word
per dimension. To improve the performance, dimension
reduction is conducted afterwards.

The main contribution of this paper is summarized as
follows.

• We propose a statute-classified tree using the statue
combinations in a judgment as features, and 85% of
the judgments can be completely predicted by the tree
generated by this method.

• Find key law statues that decide whether a plaintiff
will win or lose in a judgment.

• The statute-classified decision tree with text similar-
ity scheme is able to predict the judgment result of
medical law cases, and the accuracy is around 96.7%.

This paper is organized as follows. Section I is the
introduction of medical law case result prediction. Section
II describes the related work and motivation. Section
III describes the system model, problem formulation and
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basic idea of our proposed scheme. Section IV describes
our proposed scheme of statute-based decision tree with
text similarity. Section V provides the experiment result,
and the conclusion is given in Section VI.

II. Related Work

In this section, we describe the related work of law case
result prediction and the motivation of our work.

A. Artificial Intelligence and Law

There are three types of AI-based legal assistant [1]–
[9]. The first type is the text classification using machine
learning and deep learning [1]–[4]. The second type is the
charge prediction using deep learning [5]–[7]. The third
type is statute-citing prediction using text similarity [8],
[9].

For the text classification, Lei et al. [1] proposed a
machine learning approach that automatically classifies
Chinese judgment documents. A set of judicial terms are
constructed for word segmentation. After word segmenta-
tion, a judgment document is converted to a vector space
using TF-IDF algorithm. The document in the vector
space is used to produce a model for text classification.
Wagh et al. [2] applies network analysis to compare the
cosine similarity and citation based similarity between
legal documents. Jiao [3] proposed a tree structure-based
method to measure the similarity between text contents.
The similarity is calculated by combining the similarities
in its respective tree layers. Rajshekhar et al. [4] improve-
ments the information retrieval on law judgment by adding
the diversity and types of semantic relationships between
legal corpus,

For the charge prediction, Xiao et al [5] proposed several
deep learning text classification baselines for charges pre-
diction and relevant law articles citing prediction. In their
method, they used the fact part of the judgment as inputs.
In addition, the regular expressions are used to extract the
applicable law statues, charges and judicial terms in the
text. Luo et al [6] proposed an attention-based neural net-
work method. Charges of the revalant cases are extracted.
Ye et al. [7] proposed a label-conditioned Seq2Seq model,
which uses the fact description in a criminal case to decode
court views conditioned on encoded charge labels.

For the statute-citing prediction, Wang et al. [8] pro-
posed a topic model based approach to measure the text
similarity of Chinese judgment document, which is based
on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), labeled Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LLDA), and the text feature from
judgment document. Hung et al. [9] proposed a topic
model based approach to measure the text similarity of
Chinese judgment document, which is based on the text
feature from judgment document using the three-phase
prediction (TPP) algorithm and judgment retrieval for
statute-citing prediction.

B. Motivation
In recent years, there are many legal AI-related appli-

cations, including the text classification [1]–[4], charges
prediction [5]–[7] and the statute citing recommendation
[8], [9]. These applications combines the traditional ma-
chine learning and deep learning technology in field of
law. Currently, there is few research on predicting the
judgment result. The judge decides the result of a lawsuit
according to the fact, reason, the regulations and statue.
Particularly, the statute is the foundation of judgment,
and the statue pattern cited in the judgement influences
the result. In this paper, our proposed system analyzes
the case text and finds the key statute and judicial terms
that directly affects the result. If not available, our system
helps make decisions through the calculation of distance
between the text of a case and its revalant cases.

III. Preliminaries
This section describes the system model, the problem

formulation, and basic idea in subsections III. A, III. B
and III. C.

A. System Model
The system analyzes judgments the through the law

statues and corpus. The system is applied to the prediction
of lawsuit results in the field of medical law. Our proposed
architecture contains the statute-classification, case-based,
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, decision trees
and text similarity.

The proposed method finds the key statues that affect
the lawsuit results. We construct decision trees based on
statue as a statue-classified decision tree. If the statue-
classified decision tree is not capable of lawsuit results
prediction, calculate the text similarity between the case
and revalant judgment. The comparison between lawsuit
result prediction using text similarity and statue-classified
decision tree is illustrated in Fig. 1.

B. Problem Formulation
This main goal of our proposed method is to increase

the accuracy by minimizing Mean Absolute Error (MAE).
MAE is a measure of difference between two continu-
ous variables, which represents the difference between
the expected result r̂e and the predicted result r̂f . The
optimization function is defined as follows:

minimize
{

1
n

∑n
i=1

∥∥∥r̂ei − ˆ
rfi

∥∥∥}

subject to


rei ∈ J, rfi ∈ je

r̂ei ∈
{
0, 1

}
,
ˆ
rfi ∈

{
0, 1

}
ˆ
rfi =

{
r1p, r

1
d, r

2
p, r

2
d

}
(1)

where all judgments J are divided into training dataset
jt and testing dataset je, n is number of je, r̂ei , which
is defined as the i-th expected result after prediction,
whereas ˆ

rfi is defined as the i-th predicted result after
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Fig. 1. The System architecture.

prediction, r̂ei and ˆ
rfi contains two possible judgment

results, which are plaintiff wins or loses. If the result after
predicted is plaintiff wins, the value of ˆ

rfi is set as 1,
conversely, ˆ

rfi is set to 0. rei is the ground truth. We set
rei as je for verification. ˆ

rfi composed of statute-classified
result r1 and text similarity result r2 after prediction, the
result also contains two possible judgment results, plaintiff
wins rp or loses rd. The verification of accuracy of the
prediction is formulated as follows:if

∥∥∥r̂ei − ˆ
rfi

∥∥∥ = 1, false

else
∥∥∥r̂ei − ˆ

rfi

∥∥∥ = 0, true
(2)

In the formula, when the difference is 0, the prediction is
totally correct; otherwise, the correctness depends on the
difference, the less the better.

C. Basic Idea

There are several basic ideas for establishing our pro-
posed medical law case result prediction system. First,
extract the features using the statue and law articles in the
text. Second, use artificial neural network and deep learn-
ing approaches to perform judgment result prediction. In
addition, finding the most influential statues is helpful
for increasing the accuracy of prediction. Furthermore,
classification of cases in advance is necessary for the
neural networks to converge. To integrate these idea, we
constructed a flowchart illustrated in Fig. 3. First, select
law cases of the same type from the dataset. Subsequently,
find a series of law statutes as the keys for judgment
result classification. The system searches for the keys in a
judgment, if not available, use the text similarity analysis
through word embedding as a complement.

D. Application scenarios
There are two possible type of users, including profes-

sional law workers and non-professionals.
For professional law workers, they can choose some stat-

ues and revalant judgments as the initial inputs, and see if
it is possible to predict the judgment results from the input
materials. There are two phases in the prediction. In the
first phase, the system use the input statues and determine
whether it is able to use statues alone to predict the
judgment result. If not possible, in the second phase, the
system use text similarity to compare the input material
with the revalant judgments and find the one with the
largest similarity and output its result.

For non-professionals, they can take advantage of the
proposed method to predict whether they will win the
case in the appeal, in other words, they can use their first
instance to predict the result of the second instance. There
are two phases in this scenario: in the first phase, classify
the case type by the statue cited in the first instance; in
the second phase, analyze the facts and reasons in the text
of the case. Through the two phases, the system predicts
the result and gives recommendations to cite specific law
statues.

IV. A Statute-Classified Decision Tree with
Text Similarity

In this section, an overview of prediction system for
medical laws judgment is given. We propose a statute-
classified decision tree with text similarity. There are three
phases for the proposed method:

1) Data pre− processing phase: In this phase, collect
the legal judgments from the open data websites.
Segment the words and corpus in the judgments,
and label the result of the judgments using specific
corpus as the clue. Analyze the text using word
embedding technique through the segmented text.
The word embedding method produce word vectors
according to their frequencies.

2) Decision tree construction phase: Build a decision
tree through the sets of statue groups and text
similarity. Find the decisive law statue groups and
corpus as the nodes of decision tree. When building
the tree, choose the decisive law statue groups as tree
nodes first. After all decisive law statues are chosen,
use other corpus in the judgment text as the rest of
the tree nodes.

3) Decision tree inference phase: The last phase is
prediction, which also includes two parts. The first
part is to use the built tree to predict the result of
a judgment. If the case is unpredictable by using
the tree, in the second part, use the word embed-
ding method to calculate the text similarity between
judgments. The prediction is then obtained from the
result of similar judgments.

A. Data pre-processing phase
This phase collects the judgments J of related the

medical law judgments from the courts in Taiwan. A
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judgment J contains the object, the process, and the
statute cited in the law case. The corpus c of a judgment
is used to label the result to of the judgment. There are
three types of results, including the plaintiff wins jp, the
defendant wins (plaintiff loses) jd, and ambiguous ju. The
text of the judgment xi is the training dataset x

′

i for
the word segmentation, the segmented dataset x

′

i training
text vector model. The detail of the steps in this phase is
described as follows:
S1. Collect xi for medical law cases from Judicial Yuan

[10] and Open Government [11] websites, which pro-
vide judgment dataset xi that contains three kinds of
information, including main text tt, the facts and the
reasons tf , and the cited statute ts. The matrix xi is
expressed as follows:

xi =



j1t
t j1t

f j1t
s

...
...

...
jit

t jit
f jit

s

...
...

...
jnt

t jnt
f jnt

s

 (3)

S2. The feature in a judgment xi is denoted as tt. The
result of a judgment is labeled by analyzing tt. First,
define some key terms in the judgment manually.
There are three types of term set for determining
the results, which are plaintiff wins, defendant wins
(plaintiff loses) and ambiguous. The result of the
judgment can be labeled by finding the terms in
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the text. The judgment result labeling is performed
by finding if any types of term set tt exist in the
judgment. If only one type matches, the result is
labeled as to; otherwise, if tt contains more than two
types of terms, the result is labeled as ju, which
means the result is ambiguous. The judgment with
ambiguous result will be discard from the training
set.

S3. Segment the words in the judgment use the segemen-
tation schemes based on word frequency. The system
adds ts with higher weight to the dictionary. tf with
word segmented is denoted as tc

′ . The function is
formulated as follows:

j(n,w) =

m∑
i=1

cni (4)

where cni denotes the i-th word of the n-th judgment,
w denotes the judgment after the word segmentation.
xi is obtained in the pre-processing step as x

′

i. x
′

i is a
matrix expressed as follows:

x
′

i =



j1t
o j1t

c′ j1t
s

...
...

...
jit

o jit
c′ jit

s

...
...

...
jnt

o jnt
c′ jnt

s

 (5)

S4. This steps focus on generating a word vector model
through multilayer perceptron, which maps important
words in the judgment to a vector. The vector is
used to calculate the similarity between words. j(n,w)

is obtained from the training result from multilayer
perceptron. The word vector cv is obtained by the
pattern of the word embedding. cv is converted into
a text vector T for prediction. Each word vector of
j(n,w) is used as the training set of the multilayer
perceptron. Each word c uses one hot encoding as the
training word sample ce1, c

e
2, ..., c

e
n. cei is represented

as cei = (0, ..., 1, ..., 0). The vector of the objective
word cvt is predicted through the words of the context
cvt+1, cvt−1. The context cet+1, cet−1 of the input layer
multiplies the initial weight matrix W as cvt+1, cvt−1,
cvt+1, cvt−1, which are the weighted average to get
the target word vector cvt . The weight W is updated
constantly as W

′ during the training phase. The
initial weight matrix function is formulated as follows:

W ∈ RV N (6)

where V denotes the dimension of the word vector
space, N denotes the size of the word. Calculate the
weighted average of the text vector T , and each word
vector cvi in the J , which the process is formulated as
follows:

T =

∑n
i=1 c

v
i ci∑n

i=1 c
v
i

(7)

where T denotes the text vector, the cvi denotes the
vector for word prediction, the ci denotes the number
of the word.
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Fig. 4. The data pre-processing phase: feature labelling procedure.

In the dataset, there are 241,905 judgments collected
from year 1996 to 2017. As shown in Fig. 4, we analyze
the terms c in the main text tt. There are three types
of results in J , including plaintiff wins jp, the defendant
wins jd, and ambiguous ju. to is obtained by analyzing the
result based on the tt. Assuming that the result is plaintiff
wins, to is labeled as jp. When the result is defendant wins,
to is labeled as jd. If tt has the same result of jp and jd

or meets the ambiguous condition, to is labeled as ju. The
number of ambiguous result judgment ju is 14,411, and is
discarded from dataset. to within J is denoted as re, and re

is denoted as the number of correctly predicted judgment.
The judgment is divided into two parts, and the ratio is
70%:30%. 70% of the judgments are chosen as the training
dataset jr, and the 30% of the judgments are chosen as
the testing dataset je. The word segmentation is processed
by Jieba [12] word segmentation tool, and the segmented
result is denoted as tc

′ . As shown in Fig. 5, jr is obtained
from the training process using Continuous Bag-of Words
(CBOW) model. ct analyzed from context is denoted as
ct =

{
cvt−1 + cvt+1

}
. cvt is weighted averaged denoted as T .

B. Decision tree construction phase
At this stage, the set of the law statues used in the

judgment is obtained through feature selection, and the set
S and the trained word vector model mv will be chosen as
the decision node of the decision tree. First, the judgments
are grouped into G. The law statues are used to classify
into multiple sets S in each group of judgments based on
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the combination of the law statues and the result of the
judgment to. Each set is treated as a decision node. When
the set S is used up and exhausted, the trained text vector
model mv is used as the final decision node.

Lemma 1: The judgment j of training dataset jt are
grouped G according to the number of statutes in the
judgment, the statutes of each judgment is called the law
group g. The π-th group G of judgment j is defined as
Gπ. Total judgments j under the group Gπ are classified
as sets Sπ. The Sπ contains three subsets, which are
ambiguous set Sπ

u , plaintiff wins set Sπ
p , defendant wins

set Sπ
d , respectively. All the law statue groups g under

the set Sπ are classified as subsets based on the result
of the judgment. If the result of a single law case judg-
ment was adopted, the law group g of plaintiff wins was
classified as Sπ

p , the law statue group of defendant wins
was classified as Sπ

d , and not a single result was classified
as Sπ

u . The method will consider the law statue group g,
whether all the permutations and combinations in the law
statue group g need to be considered together. The all
combination of Sπ is defined as

{
Sπ
1 , ..., S

π
i , ..., S

π
π

}
, where

Sπ
i is denoted as all combinations of the number of statute

i. The law statue group sets of plaintiff wins and defendant
wins are denoted as Sπ

p and Sπ
d ,

jt =
{
G1, ..., Gπ, ..., G20

}
, Sπ ∈ Gπ,

Sπ =
{
Sπ
u , S

π
p , S

π
d

}
,

Sπ =
{
Sπ
1 , ..., S

π
i , ..., S

π
π

}
,{

Sπ
1 , ..., S

π
π−1

}
⊆ Su,

Sπ
p ∈ Sπ

π , S
π
d ∈ Sπ

π , S
π
p ∩ Sπ

p = ∅

Proof: This is an example of proof by contradiction.
In our analysis, the Sπ

1 =
{
sπ1 , ..., s

π
i , ..., s

π
n

}
, sπi is the π-

th law group under Sπ
i . The sπi assumes that it belongs

to plaintiff wins set, a law statue group of new judgment
is denoted as gn. gn =

{
sπi , s

n
1 , ..., s

n
i , ..., s

n
n

}
, where sni is

the i-th statute of gn, with only sπi exists in the dataset,
and others are new unseen statutes. The gn predicts the
result through the only equal statute sπi , and the result is
successfully predicted. If sπi is not related to medical law
cases, which indicates that it is not a statute that affects
the result of the judgment. Next, gn is for defendant wins,
and the prediction results will be incorrect according to the
previous prediction method. Therefore, the laws statues
below π are not used, the set

{
Sπ
1 , ..., S

π
π−1

}
⊆ Su. The

Sπ
π is the combination used by the proposed method, Sπ

π

is classified into Sπ
p and Sπ

d , Sπ
p and Sπ

d are completely
independent. Therefore, Sπ

p ∈ Sπ
π , S

π
d ∈ Sπ

π , S
π
p ∩ Sπ

p = ∅.

S1. The G are grouped according to the number of ts in
the J . The function is formulated as follows:

G =

20∑
i=1

Gi (8)

where G denotes set of judgment grouped according
to ts.

S2. G includes the law group set S, each S has two
subsets, which are the plaintiff wins Sp and defendant
wins Sd. Because the law statute groups g are the
results of single judgment in the S, g will not be
repeated in Sp subset and Sd subset. The function
is formulated as follows:

S =
⋃

1≤s≤20,1≤i≤2

Ssi (9)

where s denotes judgment after grouping, i denotes
two subsets.

S3. The decision node n of the decision tree is constructed
according to the S. Next, the trained text similarity
model mv is used as the final decision node n.
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As shown in Fig. 6, the number of judgment in the
dataset is 227,494. The maximum number of statutes
sn is 20, which is denoted as s20. The judgment J are
grouped according to the number of statute si as Gi ={
(ji1, j

i
2, ..., j

i
n)
}

. Find the g in group Gi as Si for single
lawsuit result. The are two phases in the decision tree
generation. The first phase, set the maximum depth of the
decision tree to 20, which each decision node n consists
of S. Each S has two subsets; one is Sp that combines
with s that the plaintiff wins, and another one is the Sd

that combines with s that the defendant wins. At the final
phase, the mv as the n20.
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.
.
.
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Fig. 6. The decision tree construction phase: law group classifying
procedure.

C. Decision tree inference phase
In this part, we use statute and the terms as features

for the decision tree generation. There are two steps for
generating the decision tree. The first step is to predict by
the set S using the law statue group, and the second step is
to use the term c in the judgment to calculate the distance
between the judgments when there is no law statue group
g available for the judge result prediction.
S1. For evaluation, we send unseen judgment je as the

input of the decision tree. The je selects a decision
node n of decision tree according to the S. je is
predicted through S. When using je to apply any of
the law statue group in the S, the next step is to
determine whether je is applicable to any sub-node
of Sp or Sd. If Sp is applicable, it will be classified
as r1p, and other applicable Sd will be classified as r1d.
The function is formulated as follows:

r1p = ∀je ⊂
20⋃
s=1

Ss1 (10)

r1d = ∀je ⊂
20⋃
s=1

Ss2 (11)

where r1p denotes the decision tree that predicts the
set as plaintiff wins Ss1, r1d denotes the decision tree
that predicts the set as defendant wins Ss2, and je is
the dataset for evaluation.

S2. When the dataset for evaluation je doesn’t match
any law statue group in S, the second stage of the
prediction is carried out, S is used for analysis of text
similarity. The function is formulated as follows:

rks =
∑
j∈jr

log
∑
k∈je

Tjk > θ, rks = rkp + rkd (12)

where rks denotes result of comparison between texts,
and j ∈ jr denotes the j-th text in the text of the
training dataset, k ∈ je denotes the k-th text in the
text of the testing dataset. θ indicates the threshold
of the text similarity, rkp denotes the result of the case
for the plaintiff wins in the similar text, rkd denotes
the result of the case for the defendant wins in the
similar text.
The prediction is performed by the following equa-
tions:

r2p =
rkp
rks

> 0.5, r2d =
rkp
rks

≤ 0.5 (13)

where r2p denotes plaintiff wins, and r2d denotes the
defendant wins.
The computation of the text similarity function is
formulated as follows:

Tjk =
Tj · Tk

∥ Tj ∥∥ Tk ∥ (14)

where Tj denotes the text vector of the training
data, the Tk denotes the text vector of the data for
evaluation.
je queries the T of the training model. Tk queries
similar judgments Tj is based on the threshold θ. je
that predicts results based on rks .

As shown in Fig. 7, je predicts the outcome of the
judgment through S. As long as it meets any decision node
of the decision tree, it can directly predict the result of the
judgment from tree traversal, and further judge whether
the je is the r1p or the r1d. As shown in Fig. 8, when the
decision tree is unpredictable, alternatively predict the
result by similarity of the text vectors T . The range of
text similarity is the 0-1. Emperically set θ to 0.8, and
only consider j of 0.8 or more. Thus, the decision tree
predict the result according to the majority of the revalant
judgment results.

V. Experimental Results
In this section, the accuracy and effectiveness of the

proposed methods are verified. In our dataset, we collected
227,494 medical law judgments with their labeled judg-
ment result. The proposed method is verified by whether
it is able to predict the outcome of unseen cases correctly.
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A. Experimental Setup

The judgments are partitioned into two sets, which are
the training dataset and the testing dataset (dataset for
evalution). We use 70% judgments as the training data
and 30% judgments as the testing data. The test data
are used to evaluate the model built by the training data.
In the experiment, there are three algorithms, including
decision tree (DT), text-similarity (TS), and decision tree
with text similarity (DT-TS), which are drawn in blue,
green, and red lines respectively in the following figures.
The parameters for the experiment is explained as follows:
the parameter of text vector model is windows w, w is
the number of the context for the text training. TD is the
size of the judgment for training. I is training iteration.
The accuracy (A) is the percent of correctly classified
judgments. The simulation parameter is listed as follows:

TABLE 1
Simlation parameters

Parameter Value
Simulation tools Gensim Word2Vec [13]
sg 0
size 250
window 5
mincount 1
iter 5

B. Simulation Results

The simulation results of A under various TDs and Is
are shown in Figs. 9(a)-(b), where I is initially set to 5.
Fig. 9(a) shows the performances of the TS, DT, DT-TS
model in terms of A, under TDs of 80, 100, 120, 140, and
160 thousands of size. For each case, the curve of the A of
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the DT-TS was higher than that of the DT, and the curve
of the A of the DT was higher than that of the TS. In
addition, the higher the TD is, the higher the A will be.
Fig. 9(b) shows the performances of the DT, TS, and DT-
TS model in terms of A, under Is of 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25.
For each case, the curve of A of the DT-TS was higher than
that of DT, and the curve of A of DT is higher than that of
TS. In addition, the higher the TD is, the higher the A will
be. Overall, the performance of DT-TS is the best among
the three models, which is able to reach 96% of accuracy.
DT is second to DT-TS with around 88% of accuracy, and
TS model alone reaches around 80% of accuracy.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. (a) Accuracy vs. size of training dataset. (b) Accuracy vs.
number of iterations.

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a judgment prediction system

for medical law cases. There are three parts in our method:
in the first part, a statue-classified decision tree (DT)
is applied; in the second part, the text similarity (TS)
between judgment texts is measured by a deep learning

scheme based word2vec as a method when DT method
is not applicable; in the third part, the combination of
the two methods, namely DT-TS method is proposed,
which provides the best performance. The simulation
result shows that the DT-TS method achieves 96% of
accuracy for predicting the result of medical law cases in a
judgment. The proposed method is able to give predictions
and advices for a medical law related case that helps med-
ical practitioners better understand about their potential
problems in law cases, and assist law professionals make
better decisions.
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